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Case Report
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SUMMARY
Introduction: Dandy Walker Syndrome is a congenital abnormality in the central nervous system, characterized by a deficiency
in the development of middle cerebelar structures, cystic dilatation of the posterior pit communicating with the fourth ventricle
and upward shift of the transverse sinuses, tentorium and dyes. Among the clinical signs are occipital protuberances, a progressive
increase of the skull, bowing before the fontanels, papilledema, ataxia, gait disturbances, nystagmus, and intellectual impairment.
Objectives: To describe a case of female patient, 13 years old with a diagnosis of this syndrome and bilateral hearing loss
underwent cochlear implant surgery under local anesthesia and sedation.
Case Report: CGS, 13 years old female was referred to the Otolaryngological Department of Otolaryngology Institute of Parana
with a diagnosis of “Dandy-Walker syndrome” for Otolaryngological evaluation for bilateral hearing loss with no response to
the use of hearing aids.
Final Comments: The field of cochlear implants is growing rapidly. We believe that the presence of Dandy-Walker syndrome
cannot be considered a contraindication to the performance of cochlear implant surgery, and there were no surgical complications
due to neurological disorders with very favorable results for the patient who exhibits excellent discrimination. It has less need
for lip reading with improvement in speech quality.
Keywords: hearing loss, cochlear implants, Dandy-Walker syndrome.

INTRODUCTION
The classic account, made by DANDY & BLACKFAN in
1914*, where autopsies showed severe hypertentorial
hydrocephalus, cystic dilatation of the fourth ventricle,
small vermis, removal of the cerebelar hemispheres and
absence of the roof of the fourth ventricle, thickening and
opacity of the pia-arachnoid cisternae of the skull base
and dilatation of the aqueduct (1).
The DANDY-WALKER syndrome (SDW) is a nonfamilial syndrome characterized by cystic dilatation of the
fourth ventricle and aplasia or partial or total atrophy of
the cerebelar vermis. Usually presents atresia of foramina
of MAGENDIE and LUSHKA. In 75% of cases occur other brain
malformations such as agenesis of the corpus callosum,
heteropsias, lissencephaly, stenosis of the aqueduct of
SYLVIUS (2-3). GARDNER et al** proposed that the SDW,
along with other syndromes (Arnold-Chiari malformation,
cerebelar arachnid cyst and syringomyelia) were
manifestations of the same disease (1).
Some studies show an incidence of approximately
70% of relationship between the SDW and systemic

abnormalities (1). Little is known about congenital
malformations of the posterior pit structures, their
genetic alterations have been mapped to chromosome
3q (4-5), but the gene is not located exactly, but it is
known that the basis of the development process of
the structures of the pit later is nature for human
cerebelar malformations (5). It is also known that
structures cerebelar growth early embryo in the period
until the early post-natal, this event would cerebellum
susceptible to a wide spectrum of disorders of
development (6).
The pathogenesis of this syndrome is controversial,
but the most accepted theory is that the leaf development
of the foramina of MAGENDIE and LUSHKA during the fourth
month of fetal life, leading to bulging cystic fourth
ventricle. New theories have proposed that the SDW
result from a failure to develop the roof of the hindbrain,
taking this as a cause teratogenic effect (1). Some studies
suggest that the use of warfarin in the long run would be
responsible for the development of SDW in 1-2% of
exposed fetuses (7). What further strengthens this theory
is that a study by HART et al., Showed no relationship
between degree of hydrocephalus and the size of the cyst
in the posterior pit, vermis or attenuation of the
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permeability of the fourth ventricle and hydrocephalus in
some cases was absent (1).

CASE REPORT

The SDW is an entity of heterogenic hyperplasia of
the cerebelar vermis and is a newly identified gene
associated with the connection with X-HPRT (8) also
relates to the basal ganglia disease.

CGS, 13 years old female was referred to the ENT
Department of Otolaryngology Institute of Parana with a
diagnosis of “Dandy-Walker syndrome” for ENT evaluation
for bilateral hearing loss with no response to the use of
hearing aids.

Clinically there may be moderate delayed
psychomotor development, microcephaly, hypotonia,
but the predominant symptoms refers to hydrocephalus,
usually in the first two years of life, this however can be
ignored, appearing late (first or second decade of life) (2
- 9). Hydrocephalus occurs by obstruction of the foramina
and LUSHKA MANGEDIE (1). Some ocular abnormalities are
described in the SDW, as coloboma corioretinian (10),
nystagmus (11-13). There may be mental retardation
(50%), spasticity (instead of hypotonia), seizures, vomiting,
all depending on the degree of cerebelar malformation
(3). In patients with vermis fissures with two conformations
and almost normal brain functions are also almost normal
without association with other malformations. In patients
with severe malformations of the cerebellum, vermis with
only one or no crack, it is common to severe mental
retardation and other malformations of the central nervous
system, such as agenesis of the corpus callosum. It is
divided, so the SDW into two large groups according to
the previous malformations for determining the prognosis
intellectual (12-13). It is reported in the literature of the
coexistence of large facial coetaneous hemangioma with
SDW (14). Other syndromes where coexist brain and
ocular malformations are reported as Neuhauser syndrome
(MMMM - megalocornea, macrocephaly, mental and motor
retardation), which are found cortical atrophy, enlargement
of the fourth ventricle, hyperplasia of the corpus callosum.
All this considered a variant of SDW with megalocornea
(15). For diagnosis, there is need for magnetic resonance
images of good quality axial view of the cerebelar vermis
and T2 images (12). The neuroradiological findings are
characteristic, such as cystic dilatation of the fourth
ventricle and changes in the cerebelar vermis (2), besides
others already mentioned. The SDW should always be
accompanied by a multidisciplinary team. The treatment
of hydrocephalus is always surgical through a ventricleperitoneal shunt (2).

The patient performs follow up with neurology
since birth, with a history of gestational rubella, cataracts in
both eye and neurological surgery prior hydrocephalus,
absence of parental consanguinity. Child with imaging
exam compatible with Dandy-Walker syndrome with posterior pit collection and communication with the fourth
ventricle, associated with signs of hyperplasia of the
cerebelar hemispheres and vermis. Karyotype not
performed. Deficit neuropsychomotor light.
The child met criteria for cochlear implant. She
underwent by otolaryngology, neurology, speech and
psychological medical evaluation.
Audiometry showed profound sensory neural hearing
loss bilaterally. In electrophysiological assessment of hearing
was not possible to detect brainstem evoked potentials
bilaterally. In the absence of otoacoustic emission response
bilaterally MRI of the brain showing cerebelar vermis
hyperplasia associated with mega cistern magna,
communicating with the fourth ventricle (Figures 1 and 2).
The resonance settings ears inner ears are symmetrical
and normal configuration. There are no anomalous
enhancements related to them or the rest of the brain. The
fluid spaces of the cochlea are normal thickness, ranging
from 1.3 to 1.7 mm the right and 1.4 to 1.7 mm left. The

The bilateral sensorineural deafness can be part of
the clinical picture of the syndrome and we describe a
case whose patient underwent implantation cochlear by
presenting profound bilateral deafness.
The aim of this paper is to describe a case of female
patient, 13 years with a diagnosis of this syndrome and
bilateral hearing loss underwent cochlear implant surgery
under local anesthesia and sedation.

Figure 1.
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Figure 3.

Figure 2.

cochlear nerves have been identified and normal thickness
of 0.6 mm (Figure 3).
She was underwent a cochlear implant in her right
ear. The prosthesis used was a nucleus freedom implant of
the Cochlear Comparation®. Surgery was performed under
local anesthesia and sedation by retroauricular access,
creation of niche outdoor unit, closed mastoidectomy,
posterior tympanotomy, chocleostomy, inserting the
internal components and telemetry. All steps performed
uneventfully. The implant was activated 1 month after
surgery with excellent sound perception at the time of
activation. The patient has excellent levels of discrimination
with less need for lip reading and excellent response to
therapy with spectacular mend the quality of speech.
No doubt the results bring impact on quality of life
of patients while providing better social integration.

FINAL COMMENTS
The field of cochlear implants is growing rapidly due
to improved quality of the implants, surgery less invasive,
and wider dissemination of this type of treatment of
deafness. Cochlear implants are extremely expensive
prostheses that partially replace the functions of the
cochlea (20). The surgery is now much faster and less
invasive than some years ago, with smaller incisions and
less morbidity for the patient.

neuropsychomotor development, fulfilling the criteria
established in the literature for the performance of cochlear
implant surgery. It Was evaluated by a multidisciplinary
team with no contraindications for the procedure. There
are already cases of patients with the same syndrome who
underwent cochlear implant surgery, complications
described in the literature (21) and with good results
despite co morbidities.
In our facility we chose to perform this surgery
under local anesthesia and sedation. This type of surgical
anesthesia brings morbidity / anesthetic besides a minor
post-operative recovery and faster lower hospital costs
when compared with general anesthesia and were perfect
forward from the patient.
We believe that the presence of Dandy-Walker
syndrome cannot be considered a contraindication to the
performance of cochlear implant surgery, and there were
no surgical complications due to neurological disorders
with very favorable results for the patient who exhibits
excellent discrimination. It has less need for lip reading
with improvement in speech quality.
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